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ABSTRACT

This is the second part of the guidelines on the management of bone metastases. In the first part, the diagnosis and management of uncomplicated bone metastases have been addressed.

Bone metastases may significantly reduce quality of life due to related symptoms and possible complications. The most common symptoms include pain and neurologic deficits. The most serious complications of bone metastases are skeletal-related events (SRE), defined as pathologic fracture, spinal cord compression, pain, or other symptoms requiring an urgent intervention such as surgery or radiotherapy. Diffuse bone metastases may lead to hypercalcaemia that can be fatal if untreated. The growing access to modern diagnostic tools allows early detection of asymptomatic bone metastases that could be successfully managed with local treatment if oligometastatic or systemic treatment for diffuse bone metastases to try to avoid the development of SRE.

Metastatic spinal cord compression

What are the demographics and pathophysiology of metastatic spinal cord compression?

Any cancer that can metastasise to the spinal column or within the epidural space has the potential to cause cord compression. It is well recognised that prostate, breast and lung cancers often metastasise to the spine and these typically make up 45–60% of metastatic spinal cord compression (MSCC) cases [1]. Other less frequent tumours include renal cell carcinoma, multiple myeloma, sarcoma, colorectal cancers, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, and cancers of unknown primary. Table 1 is a representation of tumours causing MSCC, taken from a large systematic review [2], however this should be viewed with caution as papers included within the systematic review may have excluded certain cancer types.

Incidence

There is no universal definition of the term spinal cord compression. It is acknowledged that there are different degrees of epidural space involvement and spinal cord displacement and this is taken into account when treatment decisions are made. With more precise modern day treatments being developed e.g. stereotactic radiotherapy, there is a need for better grading systems which may help direct treatment decisions. One example is the 6-point, MR-based grading system of epidural spinal cord compression (ESCC) with classifications from bone only disease to spinal cord compression with no visible CSF around the cord (see Fig. 1) [3].

Incidence

The frequency of MSCC in cancer patients was estimated at 5% based on data from post-mortems and studies between 1959 and 1990 [1]. A retrospective study of 121,435 patients who died from cancer in Ontario (Canada) between 1990 and 1995, demonstrated an overall 2.5% cumulative incidence of cancer patients experiencing MSCC in the last 5 years of life [4]. Depending on tumour type this ranged from 7.9% in multiple myeloma patients to 0.2% in pancreatic cancer patients. With improvements in cancer treatment...
Compression, but with visible CSF. 3: Spinal cord compression, no CSF visible around the spinal cord.

sac without deforming it. 1b: deformation of the dural sac without touching the spinal cord; 1c: deformation of the dural sac, contact with the spinal cord, but without compression. 2: Tumour invasion of paravertebral malignant tissue or through sudden oncological collapse of a vertebral body causing bone fragments to dislocate into the epidural space [1,6,7]. This can be caused by a metastasis or directly from a primary tumour. Occasionally intramedullary and leptomeningeal metastasis can occur and cause cord compression [8].

Pathophysiology
If not detected and treated urgently, MSCC may lead to paraplegia, tetraplegia, sensory neuropathies, bladder and bowel dysfunction depending on the level of the spinal cord affected. It is important to note that cauda equina syndrome is also encompassed within the term MSCC.

Compression of the spinal cord is due to haematogenous spread initially to the vertebral body and then to the epidural space in up to 85% of cases [1,5]. Less frequently, compression can occur from invasion of paravertebral malignant tissue or through sudden oncological collapse of a vertebral body causing bone fragments to dislocate into the epidural space [1,6,7]. This can be caused by a metastasis or directly from a primary tumour. Occasionally intramedullary and leptomeningeal metastasis can occur and cause cord compression [8].

The pathophysiology of MSCC is thought to consist of direct mechanical compression of the spinal cord, causing venous hypertension and white matter oedema which reduces the arterial supply resulting in infarction of the cord and cell death [1,7]. The rationale behind giving steroids early is to reduce oedema to prevent infarction of the cord and cell death [1,7]. The MRC classification can also help to differentiate benign from malignant causes of cord compression [7].

Both T1 and T2 weighted MR images, while possible without and with contrast are recommended [13]. Unenhanced T1 weighted images will demonstrate vertebral and epidural masses, contrast enhanced images are best to demonstrate intradural extramedullary disease and T2 weighted imaging is optimal to detect intramedullary disease [14].

In certain instances MRI scans are contraindicated due to patient habitus, the presence of a pacemaker or defibrillator, claustrophobia or in some situations MR may not be accessible. Plain X-ray myelography is rarely used but CT of the spine with IV contrast or CT myelography are alternative forms of imaging [15]. A CT of the whole spine is able to detect vertebral and paravertebral masses but has poor soft tissue resolution compared to MRI. CT can also be used to assess if the spine is stable. A systematic review of diagnosis and management of MSCC identified 4 studies including 456 patients; three that directly compared MRI and myelography [16–18] and one looking at MRI imaging vs plain radiographs when detecting MSCC [19]. MRI was 44–93% sensitive and 90–98% specific, compared to myelography which was 71–95% sensitive and 88–100% specific. Disadvantages of myelography which may explain why it is not used widely include the requirement of experience to inject contrast into the epidural space, it is time-consuming and poses increased risks to patients through contrast reactions, a detriment in neurological function and it is an invasive procedure [18].

Timing of imaging
Two national guidelines have recommendations for the timing of investigations and treatment and are summarised in Table 2 [20,21].

Recommendations:
- MRI-whole spine is the investigation of choice for suspected metastatic spinal cord compression and should be performed urgently within 24 h of presentation. [Grade A, Level 1a]
If MRI is contraindicated or unavailable, CT whole spine without and with IV contrast should be used. [Grade C, Level 3b]

Management of metastatic spinal cord compression

What are the first steps in the management of MSCC?

Clinical MSCC is a medical emergency which needs urgent treatment to reduce the risk of progression of neurological deficits. Ambulatory function after radiotherapy is better in those with a slower presentation of motor deficit (>7 days), but in those with a history of less than 7 days and in particular within 24–48 h there is more urgency to establish a diagnosis and plan treatment to maintain functional integrity of the cord [22].

Most patients will present in the context of a known underlying malignancy, but it may also be the first presentation of malignancy. In these patients it is important to establish a tissue diagnosis to enable optimal management. Rapid assessment should include a thorough history and clinical examination, neurological assessment and performance status, and screening blood tests including a myeloma screen and serum PSA. Other tumour markers may be indicated based on clinical findings. In addition to spinal imaging, a CT chest, abdomen and pelvis with contrast will provide a good screen for likely malignancies and also possible sites for subsequent biopsy confirmation. A tissue sample should then be urgently obtained. This may be at surgical decompression of MSCC or where surgery is not to be undertaken, either a CT guided biopsy of the spinal metastasis or a biopsy of any other location of suspected malignant tissue under image guidance [23]. This should ideally be prior to administering steroids which can distort cellular morphology, particularly in haematological malignancies [24]. Smear cytology can be used to rapidly distinguish a haematological malignancy from an epithelial malignancy which is important for deciding the ongoing treatment of a patient.

One study of 69 patients (aged 50–88), with good performance status, who underwent spinal surgery to manage MSCC with an unknown primary diagnosis found that the most common malignancy to present with MSCC as a first symptom or sign was prostate (35%), followed by multiple myeloma (16%), cancer of unknown primary (14.5%), lung (10%), and lymphoma (9%) [25].

Once diagnostic procedures have been completed, steroids should be started immediately. Only one study has ever compared high dose steroids to no steroids in this setting. 57 patients were randomised to steroids (immediate intravenous bolus of 96 mg dexamethasone, followed by three days of oral 96 mg and then tapered [26–28]. A proton pump inhibitor for gastric protection should be considered based on the patient’s history, but should always be given when corticosteroids are combined with NSAIDs [29]. The evidence around other steroid dosing regimes is lacking and it is acknowledged that different steroid regimes are being used in different centres.

Recommendations:

- Urgently assess suspected MSCC for evidence of a primary tumour clinically. [Grade C, Level 2b]
- If there is no known malignancy, urgent tissue diagnosis should be sought through blood markers e.g. PSA, definitive surgery, CT guided biopsy of the spinal tumour or biopsy of an accessible soft tissue mass under image guidance. [Grade D, Level 5]
- IV dexamethasone 10–16 mg should be started immediately after completion of diagnostic procedures. [Grade C, Level 2b]
- IV dexamethasone should be followed by a tapering course of oral dexamethasone from starting dose over the next 10–14 days. [Grade C, Level 2b]
- Consider use of a proton pump inhibitor for gastric protection with dexamethasone, especially if the patient is already taking a NSAID. [Grade B, Level 2a]

What are the roles of radiotherapy and surgery for MSCC?

Historically, surgical posterior decompressive laminectomy was not shown to be better than radiotherapy alone in terms of pain and ambulation [30–34]. However, modern surgery addresses the fact that the majority of MSCCs occur from posterior invasion of tumour from the vertebral body to affect the anterior cord with circumferential decompressive surgery and spinal stabilisation [35] which results in far better outcomes in terms of ambulation. Surgery has been compared with radiotherapy in a randomised trial of 101 patients with MSCC where one group received surgery followed by radiotherapy and the other radiotherapy alone delivering 30 Gy in 10 fractions. Very radiosensitive tumours, patients with multiple areas of spinal cord compression, previous MSCC or spinal irradiation, a life expectancy of <3 months and total paraplegia for more than 48 h were excluded from the study. In those who entered the trial ambulatory, 84% (42/50) remained ambulatory in the surgical group compared to 57% (29/51) in the radiotherapy alone group. In those who entered the trial and were not ambulatory, 62% (10/16) became ambulatory in the surgical group and 19% (3/16) in the radiotherapy alone group. Surgery was also superior in maintenance of ambulatory ability when compared to radiotherapy alone (median 122 days in surgical group versus...
13 days in radiotherapy group). All results were statistically significant and the superiority of results from the surgical treatment arm led to early termination of the trial [36]. It should be noted however that this was a single centre study with accrual over ten years and surgery by one experienced surgeon: such results may not reflect routine real world practice.

A meta-analysis compared 238 patients undergoing direct decompressive surgical resection with stabilisation and radiotherapy with 1137 patients undergoing radiotherapy alone. The combination of surgery and radiotherapy was superior to radiotherapy alone improving ambulatory status (RR 1.43, 95% CI 1.14–1.78), survival at 6 months (RR 1.21, 95% CI 1.09–1.33) and 12 months (RR 1.32, 95% CI 1.12–1.56) [37] but selection bias in such analyses must be considered.

To help assessment for surgery, radiotherapy or systemic therapy, the “NOMS” framework may be used [38], which considers Neurological (degree of compression on imaging and clinical examination) and Oncological status (expected tumour response to different oncological treatments), Mechanical instability (assessment for vertebral fractures which could be considered a strong indication for surgery) and Systemic disease burden (which takes into account comorbidities, histology, prognosis, performance status, age, etc.) using a 5-point score for each parameter and classifying patients according to their cumulative score. In addition, spinal instability is a clear indication for surgery [39], and its assessment will be discussed later in this guideline.

Spinal instability is often associated with mechanical pain (i.e. pain that is worse on movement and relieved on lying flat). Patients with suspected spinal instability and neurological compromise should be nursed flat with neutral spine alignment until bony and neurological stability are confirmed, only then should remobilisation start [21]. If the patient needs to be moved then aim to keep spinal mobility to a minimum and methods such as log rolling with turning sheets or the use of turning beds can help. Spinal bracing and positional techniques may help relieve instability pain but the evidence to support this is lacking [40]. Most cases of MSCC however occur with compression from posterior invasion through a vertebral body which does not impede the stability of the spine. These patients should begin mobilising as soon as possible to avoid associated complications and to aid mental wellbeing [41,42].

Recommendations:

- Patients with single site MSCC, <48 h paraplegia and life expectancy of ≥3 months should be referred for urgent surgical decompression and stabilisation followed by postoperative radiotherapy. [Grade A, Level 1B]
- For patients with suspected spinal instability, consult with a spinal surgeon. [Grade D, Level 5]
- All other patients should be discussed urgently within a multidisciplinary team including a radiation oncologist and a spinal surgeon. [Grade B, Level 2a]

What is the optimal technique and dose fractionation for primary radiotherapy for treatment of MSCC?

Conventional external beam radiotherapy

Various radiotherapy regimes have been used for the treatment of MSCC ranging from conventional 2 Gy per day schedules delivering around 40 Gy to hypofractionated schedules of 30 Gy in 10 fractions and 20 Gy in 5 fractions to single doses of 8–10 Gy. Several case series have been published with conflicting results.

There are now four randomised trials providing high level evidence for the efficacy of single fraction radiotherapy. The first of these randomised 327 patients with a prognosis of less than 6 months; of the 303 assessable patients 150 received 8 Gy in 1 fraction and 153 received 16 Gy in 2 fractions. Following radiological diagnosis, radiotherapy was delivered within 24–48 h. The area treated included a margin of two vertebrae above and below the level of compression and dose was prescribed to the depth of the cord. The median duration of response was 4.5 months in the single fraction group and 5 months in the multiple fraction group. The median overall survival for both groups was 4 months. No regime was more effective than the other in terms of survival or ambulatory rate [43].

The SCORAD III phase 3 trial randomised 686 patients with MSCC and an expected prognosis of greater than 8 weeks into two arms, either a single dose of 8 Gy or 20 Gy in 5 fractions using a volume including a margin of at least one vertebra above and below the level of compression and dose prescribed to the depth of the cord [44]. Only 112 patients were enrolled and 73 were included in the analysis. The study concluded that 10 Gy single dose was non-inferior to 20 Gy in 5 fractions in the treatment of MSCC with less toxicity and no difference in median overall survival rates: 6.6 months and 6 months respectively.

A fourth, phase 3, randomized controlled trial compared three fractionation regimes, a single dose of 8 Gy, 30 Gy in 10 fractions and 40 Gy in 20 fractions, in 285 randomised patients in total. No significant difference was detected in functional outcome or toxicity. At 2 years, 162 patients had in-field recurrence data and single fraction treatment was associated with a higher in-field recurrence rate than the other two multi fractionated regimes (22.2% vs. 16.1% (30 Gy in 10 fractions) vs. 13.5% (40 Gy in 20 fractions)) [45].

A recent systematic review and meta-analysis compared single fraction radiotherapy to short course multiple fraction radiotherapy (defined as multiple fractions given in 1 week or less) in MSCC [47]. The first three RCTs described above were included in their analysis. Overall, they found no evidence of an observed difference in motor response or overall survival between single dose or multi fraction radiotherapy for MSCC.

Recommendation:

- In patients who are not fit or eligible for surgery a single dose of 8–10 Gy should be delivered. [Grade A, Level 1a]

Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) in the context of MSCC

In the context of MSCC, the role of SBRT remains unclear with little published data to date. The relative complexity also limits its applicability in the emergency situation. One phase 2 study has evaluated ‘precision radiotherapy’ in the context of MSCC patients who were not suitable for decompression surgery and already had motor deficits. A fractionation regime of 25 Gy in 5 fractions over 1 week was used, with volume modulated arc therapy (VMAT) in 38/40 patients and fixed field intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) in the remaining 2/40 patients. The clinical target volume included the affected level and half a vertebral body above and below. Overall 60% (24/40) of patients had an improvement in motor symptoms and 82.5% (33/40) were ambulatory after treatment. There was one case of grade three toxicity and three patients with grade two toxicity. A historical comparison with conventional 20 Gy in 5 fractions showed superior local progression...
free survival at 6 months but no difference in motor function outcome [48].

Recommendation:

- SBRT should not be used routinely outside clinical trials for MSCC. [Grade D, Level 5]

Re-irradiation in the context of MSCC

MSCC in a previously irradiated spinal cord is an increasing problem as systemic treatment becomes more effective. A prospective study of 224 patients who had initial benefit or no change from radiotherapy reported that long course fractionation regimes (40 Gy in 20 fractions, 37.5 Gy in 15 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions), had a better 1 year local control than short course (8 Gy in a single fraction or 20 Gy in 5 fractions) (81 vs. 61). Similar functional and survival outcomes were reported between the two groups [49].

There is no evidence to compare salvage surgery or radiotherapy re-irradiation in this context. The concern regarding re-irradiation is that of exceeding spinal cord tolerance and invoking subsequent radiation induced myelopathy. In two prospective randomised trials 24/579 (4%) patients were reported with an in-field recurrence [50]. Around 50% had re-irradiation with maintained ambulation, in the majority dependent upon pre-retreatment ambulatory status. No patients suffered from radiation induced myelopathy. In a retrospective study of 62 patients who received a cumulative BED ≤100 Gy2, no cases of radiation induced myelopathy were reported, and 40% of patients showed an improvement in motor function [51]. Median time to recurrence was between 5–6 months in both papers. Multiple fractionation regimes were used in these studies including 4 Gy, 7 Gy or 8 Gy single fraction, 15 Gy in 5 fractions, 16 Gy in 2 fractions or 20 Gy in 5 fractions. No differences between regimes were reported and the risk of myelopathy appears small if the cumulative BED is restricted to less than 135 Gy2.

There is no evidence to guide retreatment within 6 months from initial radiotherapy treatment.

Recommendation:

- Re-irradiation of MSCC is safe after six months providing the cumulative BED is ≤100–135.5 Gy2. [Grade B, Level 2]

What is the optimal technique and dose fractionation for postoperative radiotherapy?

Evidence for post-operative radiotherapy

Since surgical decompression for MSCC is not a tumour ablative procedure, postoperative radiotherapy is routinely recommended. Various radiotherapy regimens have been used including 30–40 Gy in 15–20 fractions post laminectomy [52] and 30 Gy in 10 fractions post decompressive surgery [36]. The only randomised trial which provides the justification for primary surgery and post-operative radiotherapy used 30 Gy in 10 fractions to a field encompassing the ‘visible lesion’ and one vertebral level above and below [36]. Pre-operative radiotherapy is not recommended due to the higher complication rate in particular wound infection and dehiscence [53].

Recommendation:

- In the absence of high level comparative data a dose of 30 Gy in 10 fractions should be used post-operatively. [Grade B, Level 1]

Can the outcome of MSCC after radiotherapy be predicted?

A number of scoring systems to predict prognosis after treatment for MSCC have been published. The most widely quoted is the Tokuhashi Score which produces a score to aid treatment deci-

Table 3
Summary of scoring systems available to assist in predicting outcome in patients receiving radiotherapy for metastatic spinal cord compression (MSCC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Outcome</th>
<th>How the scoring systems are used</th>
<th>Bartels et al. 2007</th>
<th>Rades et al. 2013</th>
<th>Rades et al. 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>The 5 below variables are inputted into a freely available website and survival tables and plots are produced. Based on predicting prognosis of more or less than 3 months which may help guide management</td>
<td>Survival Points based system for each variable below. A total score of ≥24 points is highly probable of death within 2 months which may help guide management</td>
<td>Ambulatory function Points based system for each variable below. A score of ≤28 – poor prognosis, consider short course radiotherapy for pain control or best supportive care, 29–37 – consider surgical management, ≥ 38 – consider RT alone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>2029</td>
<td>2096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Status</td>
<td>KPS 10–20, 30–40, 50–70, 80+</td>
<td>ECOG 1/2 vs 3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraskeletal Metastasis</td>
<td>Curable Y/N</td>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertebral Metastasis</td>
<td>Cervical Y/N</td>
<td>Other bone metastasis Y/N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Site</td>
<td>Breast and Prostate/Lung/Kidney/Other</td>
<td>Breast/Prostate/Lung/Myeloma/Lymphoma/Other</td>
<td>Breast/Prostate/Myeloma/Lymphoma/Lung/CUP/Renal/Colorectal/Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>M/F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to developing motor deficits</td>
<td>1–7, &gt;7 days</td>
<td>1–7, 7–14, &gt;14 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulatory prior to radiotherapy</td>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval from cancer diagnosis to MSCC</td>
<td>≤ or &gt;15 months</td>
<td>≤ or &gt;15 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
isions, and is based on performance status, mobility, primary tumour, presence of extra skeletal metastases, organs involved, and number of vertebral metastases [54]. This was developed and validated in surgical cohorts, as were several of the other scoring systems. Only four, the Bartels [55], van der Linden [56], Rades [57] and Bollen [58] scores, are based on radiotherapy cohorts. Bartels and Rades scoring systems were based on MSCC cohorts and a summary has been included in Table 3. No single scoring system has been shown to have greater predictive power. There is one scoring system to predict post radiotherapy ambulatory outcomes in patients with MSCC based on a previous retrospective analysis, also shown in Table 3 [59].

Recommendations:

- Survival after radiotherapy for spinal cord compression can be predicted using one of the published scoring systems developed in radiotherapy cohorts. [Grade B, Level 2]
- Recovery of ambulatory function after radiotherapy may be predicted by the Rades prognostic score. [Grade C, Level 2]
- Fig. 2 provides a decision tree of the management MSCC

![Box 1 Key recommendations: Metastatic Spinal Cord Compression](image)

**Diagnosis:**
- MRI-whole spine is the investigation of choice for suspected metastatic spinal cord compression and should be performed urgently within 24 h of presentation
- If MRI is contraindicated or unavailable, CT whole spine without and with IV contrast should be used

**MSCC with unknown primary:**
- Urgently assess suspected MSCC for evidence of a primary tumour clinically
- If there is no known malignancy, urgent tissue diagnosis should be sought through blood markers e.g. PSA, definitive surgery, CT guided biopsy of the spinal tumour or biopsy of an accessible soft tissue mass under image guidance.

**Steroids:**
- IV dexamethasone 10-16 mg should be started immediately after completion of diagnostic procedures
- IV dexamethasone should be followed by a tapering course of oral dexamethasone from starting dose over the next 10-14 days
- Consider use of a proton pump inhibitor for gastric protection with dexamethasone, especially if the patient is already taking a NSAID

**Spinal instability:**
- Patients with single site MSCC, <48 h paraplegia and life expectancy of >3 months should be referred for urgent surgical decompression and stabilisation followed by postoperative radiotherapy
- For patients with suspected spinal instability, consult with a spinal surgeon
- All other patients should be discussed urgently within a multidisciplinary team including a radiation-oncologist, medical oncologist and a spinal surgeon

Confirmed single site MSCC, < 48 h paraplegia and life expectancy of >3 months:
- Refer for urgent surgical decompression and stabilisation followed by postoperative radiotherapy
- All other patients should be referred for radiotherapy

**Radiotherapy fractionation:**
- In patients who are not fit or eligible for surgery a single dose of 8–10 Gy should be delivered
- SBRT should not be used routinely outside clinical trials for MSCC

**Re-irradiation for MSCC**
- Re-irradiation of MSCC is safe after six months providing the cumulative BED is ≤100–135.5 Gy

---

**Fig. 2.** Decision tree for the management of metastatic spinal cord compression (MSCC).
Neuropathic pain

What is neuropathic pain?

Neuropathic pain is defined by the International Association for the Study of Pain as “pain caused by a lesion or disease of the somatosensory nervous system” [60]. In the context of malignancy, it may arise from damage to neural tissue through infiltrative, compressive or iatrogenic processes such as biopsy or surgical excision and can also arise following chemotherapy or radiotherapy [61]. Pain is typically in the distribution of the peripheral nervous system and is characteristically described as “sharp, stabbing, burning, electric shock like” and often accompanied by sensory, motor or autonomic impairment [62].

In the context of bone metastasis, pain is thought to come from compression of nerves due to tumour itself or from cytokines produced in response to tumour triggering a pain response [63].

A systematic review of patients with cancer related pain analysing 11,063 patients, concluded that between 19% and 39% of patients with cancer related pain are likely to have an element of neuropathic pain [64]. Pain was solely neuropathic in 19% of the cohort, and in an additional 20% showed a mixed pain with a neuropathic element.

What is the role of radiotherapy versus drugs versus physical treatments?

The ESMO Clinical Practice Guideline 2018 [60] for the management of cancer pain, recommends first line treatment for neuropathic pain should be based on medication using one of gabapentin, pregabalin, duloxetine or a tricyclic antidepressant. These can be used in combination with opioids. Other pharmacological approaches include ketamine, an NMDA (N-Methyl-D-aspartic acid) receptor antagonist, and spinal opioids using temporary or permanent catheters. Radiotherapy is also an effective treatment for neuropathic pain from bony metastases. Unfortunately, most studies demonstrating the benefit in reducing pain from bone metastases with radiotherapy fail to differentiate the type of pain experienced by patients.

Neurostimulation therapy using transcutaneous (TENS) or implanted devices works by inhibiting dorsal horn neuronal activity, which is triggered through noxious stimuli, by stimulation of the dorsal columns [65].

There is no comparative evidence to evaluate the relative role of these treatments and no recommendation can be given with regard to the use of radiotherapy. In practice most patients will have a trial of drug therapy whilst awaiting referral for radiotherapy if the pain persists.

What is the optimal technique and dose fractionation in patients with neuropathic pain?

A phase 3 randomised controlled trial [63] compared 8 Gy single dose with 20 Gy in 5 fractions in 272 patients with bony metastasis causing neuropathic pain based on clinical criteria with no evidence of cord compromise. Photon or electron radiation was used depending on the site to be treated, and typically was a direct field to 5 cm depth for spinal metastases, direct field applied to Dmax for ribs and parallel opposed fields to midplane for any other sites.

The overall response rate in the 8 Gy group was 53% (45–62%) and for 20 Gy was 61% (53–70%) p = 0.18 with similar complete responses (26% in 8 Gy group vs. 27% in 20 Gy group, p = 0.89). There were no differences between the two groups in need for re-treatment, pathological fracture or spinal cord compression. It was concluded that 8 Gy in 1 fraction was not statistically significantly worse than 20 Gy in 5 fractions.

Recommendation:

- Radiotherapy should be used alongside appropriate drug and neurostimulatory treatments for neuropathic pain from bone metastases.
- A single dose of 8 Gy using conventional techniques should be used for neuropathic pain. [Grade A, Level 1b]

Fracture and threatened fracture

What is the epidemiology of pathologic fracture?

A fracture that develops through a metastasis is considered a ‘pathologic fracture’. In some cases, the extent of bone destruction is such that a fracture is imminent but not complete, a so-called threatened fracture. The goal of treatment of a threatened fracture is to prevent fracture, minimize morbidity and maximize function and skeletal integrity. Although pathological fractures are often seen in patients with known bone metastases, sometimes a pathologic fracture is the presenting sign of malignancy. Pathologic fractures are not infrequent, developing in up to 30% of patients with bone metastases [66–68].

Before fracturing, the lesion at risk can present with pain or discomfort as a sign of a threatened fracture [69]. When a pathological fracture occurs, the patient may experience an increase in pain and deformity of the broken bone including shortening or distortion if the fracture is within the limb or kyphosis of the spine if one or more vertebrae are affected. If in a weight bearing bone, the fracture can render the patient non-ambulatory.

Common sites of long bone pathological fractures include the femur, tibia, and humerus. Within the long bones, the femur is the most commonly affected site, with most cases affecting the proximal femur [69].

On one hand recognition of metastatic lesions at high risk of fracture is essential for timely prophylactic fixation, while on the other hand patients with a low risk of pathologic fractures should be spared from overtreatment. Because of anatomical considerations, the definition of a threatened pathologic fracture differs among three of the most important, major anatomic sites (long bones, acetabulum, and vertebrae).
What investigations are recommended for the diagnosis of a suspected pathologic fracture in different locations?

Besides a focused history and clinical examination, the diagnosis of a pathologic fracture is usually made through imaging. Most pathologic fractures result in symptoms. The main recommendations for imaging of symptomatic bone metastasis are discussed in the guideline for uncomplicated bone metastases.

On a plain radiograph, a fracture line may be visible and the normal anatomic alignment may be displaced. Compression fractures in vertebral bodies show up as a collapse of the endplates. However, it is estimated that close to 10% of pathologic fractures are not confidently detected by plain radiographs [70]. CT is accurate for the determination of the bone cortex as well as the presence of malignant extra-osseous tissue. The character of underlying bone marrow patterns of destruction can also be reviewed [71]. MRI is even more sensitive than CT for the detection of underlying bone marrow lesions at a fracture site, in order to differentiate between a pathological or an insufficiency fracture [70].

For suspected pathologic fracture in the spine, MRI is the investigation of choice, in order to exclude spinal cord compression. This is discussed in more detail in the guideline for uncomplicated bone metastases.

Recommendations:

- Urgently investigate an increase in bone pain, deformity or loss of height, especially in weight bearing bone, with imaging to identify pathological fracture. [Grade D, Level 4]
- Imaging can be limited to plain X-ray in clear cases, but more detail is obtained with CT or MRI. [Grade D, Level 4]

How can the fracture risk best be assessed?

Long bones

There is one scoring system for defining the risk of fracture in long bones: the Mirels scoring system [72]. This system is based on four criteria (clinical and radiographical), weighted with one to three points. The total score is linked to fracture risk and recommendations for prophylactic surgical treatment. A score of ≥9 defines an impending pathologic fracture for which prophylactic stabilization is recommended. It is considered the gold standard for the diagnosis of impending fractures [72]. However, there are several limitations to this scoring system: while it is highly sensitive, specificity for actual fracture prediction is limited. Fracture risk for the defined “impending fracture” risk category (≥9) was only 33% [72]. In other words, fracture risk prediction using Mirels’ score, based on pure clinical data, shows a negative predictive value between 86 and 100%, but moderate to poor results in predicting non-impending fractures with a positive predictive value between 14 and 70% [73,74]. Additionally, there is an issue with interobserver and intraobserver reproducibility and the risk of humeral fracture utilizing Mirels system may require an adjustment of the definition in order to yield comparable fracture risks to those derived from the original population, which was predominantly femoral fractures [75].

A simpler and more clinically useful predictor of fracture is the parameter of 30 mm axial cortical involvement on plain radiography derived from fracture risk in femoral bone metastases, combined with increasing pain [76,77]. A clinical validation study showed that sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value of axial cortical involvement for predicting femoral fractures were 86%, 50%, 20%, and 96%, respectively.

On CT the risk of fracture can be determined by the structural rigidity analysis (CTRA), using tissue mineral density and cross-sectional geometry to determine changes to structural competency of the bone induced by lytic lesions [73,78,79].

Acetabulum

Classically, the location and extent of cortical destruction in the acetabulum are used to evaluate the biomechanical impact on function [80]. Destruction of the superior and medial walls has been suggested to constitute mechanical compromise [81].

Spine

There has been no widely accepted definition of what constitutes an unstable spine. Older approaches to defining spinal instability relied mainly on clinical features with support from diagnostic imaging. Both clinical signs and symptoms, as well as radiological findings must be considered. A classification system for spinal instability in neoplastic disease was developed by the Spine Oncology Study Group on the basis of a systematic review and modified Delphi criteria evaluating factors crucial for the assessment of spinal stability [82]. Six individual components of spinal instability are scored, with the final Spine Instability Neoplastic Score (SINS) representing a composite score of the individual components (Table 4). The score stratifies patients into three categories: those with a suspected stable spine (score 0 to 6), potentially unstable spine (score 7 to 12), and unstable spine (score 13 to 18). According to this classification, a surgical consultation is recommended for patients with SINS scores greater than 7. The sensitivity and specificity of SINS for potentially stable and unstable lesions is 95.7% and 79.5%, with a high intraobserver reliability [83,84]. Note that the SINS was developed to help identify spinal tumour related instability, to guide referrals and improve communication but not as a prognostic tool for treatment outcome. As the SINS includes components quantifying the current degree of spinal instability (e.g. spinal alignment) as well as components reflecting instability.

Table 4

| Summary table of all elements including in the SINS score adapted from Fisher et al 2010. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Score                          | 0               | 1               | 2               |
| Instability Pain               | No              | Occasional pain but not instability pain | Yes |
| Bone lesion                    | Blastic         | Mixed           | Lytic           |
| Location                       | S2–S5           | T3–T10          | C3–C6, L2–L4    |
| Radiological alignment        | No change       | –               | Kyphosis/–scoliosis |
| Radiological collapse          | No              | No collapse but >50% vertebral body involved | <50% collapse |
| Posterior spinal element       | No              | Unilateral      | Subluxation/translation present |
| involvement                   |                 |                 |                 |

Score: 0–6 – stable, 7–12 – potentially unstable, 13–18 – unstable (7–18 warrants surgical review).
the future risk of spinal instability (e.g. lytic aspect of the lesion), the SINS is less applicable as a prediction tool [85,86].

Other

For other anatomic sites, such as ribs, we could not find any data to calculate the risk of a pathologic fracture.

Recommendations:

- The Mirels score is used to predict risk of long bone fracture recognising its low predictive value for fracture and limitations for long bones other than femur. [Grade C, Level 3]
- 30 mm axial cortical involvement should be used for clinical evaluation of fracture risk as an alternative to Mirels.
- Spinal stability may be assessed using the SINS score. [Grade C, Level 3]

Box 3 Key recommendations: Pathological fracture

- An increase in pain, deformity or loss of weight bearing is an indication for urgent imaging to identify pathological fracture
- Imaging includes plain x-ray but more detail is obtained with CT or MRI
- 30 mm axial cortical involvement should be used for clinical evaluation of fracture risk as an alternative to Mirels
- Spinal instability should be assessed using the SINS score

What is the role of local management for impending fracture?

The choice of treatment for a patient with a threatened fracture depends on the site, the tumour histology, the patient’s general condition and estimated survival. There are several independent risk factors and scoring systems to determine the risk of fracture and no gold standard has been defined, so risk estimates should be regarded with caution.

In general, multidisciplinary treatment consisting of surgical stabilisation with post-operative radiotherapy should be the primary treatment option, especially for a weight bearing bone [87,88]. The type of surgical fixation should be selected based on the patient’s estimated survival: treatment should last patients throughout the rest of their lives. Recovery time after surgery should also be relative to their estimated survival. General consensus is that an estimated survival of 6–12 weeks would be the minimum life expectancy required for relatively simple procedures to stabilise a bone such as intramedullary nailing, and 6 months for complex reconstruction procedures [71,75].

After surgery alone, tumour progression may occur. Postoperative radiotherapy may have a role to eliminate residual tumour and to prevent disease progression and further osteolysis [89–91]. Additionally, postoperative radiotherapy achieves pain relief, reverses inflammation resulting from bone metastasis, and promotes the calcification of lytic lesions [92]. The role of postoperative radiotherapy in patients with surgically stabilized metastatic bone disease has been shown in a retrospective study in which recovery of normal functional status was significantly better for the group having surgery plus postoperative radiotherapy compared to radiotherapy only [93]. A second retrospective study has confirmed this effect [94]. However, it should be noted that the quality of evidence is low, due to the design of both studies (Willeumier et al. 2016). In patients with a poor performance status and limited life expectancy postoperative radiotherapy may be omitted.

Non-surgical treatment with radiotherapy, chemotherapy or both should be considered for patients with chemosensitive tumours about to undergo chemotherapy, such as myeloma and lymphoma, or those with poor PS and limited prognosis, even for weight bearing bone [95,96]. In other cases with poor performance status and limited life expectancy a non-surgical approach may also be chosen.

Currently, there is no evidence for the use of high dose radiotherapy or SBRT in this setting.

Pelvis

Lesions of the wing of the ilium, the sacroiliac joint or the anterior arch of the pelvis are generally not at risk of mechanical failure. Peri-acetabular lesions are weight bearing and are at risk of mechanical failure [80]. Radiotherapy has a role in helping with pain relief and bone healing [97]. In selected cases surgery can be considered at these sites for solitary and late onset lesions in patients with a favourable prognosis (>6 months) [81,87–89,95,96].

Long bones

In the long bones, highly stressed anatomical sites are at particular risk of pathological fracture [89]. Prophylactic treatment to prevent fracture will help to maintain patient function and mobility and can be technically easier than reactive surgery. It is likely to be associated with less patient morbidity, better recovery, and shorter postoperative care and length of hospital stay [98,99].

Approximately 23–60% of impending pathological fractures occur in the proximal femoral region [100,101]. Surgical stabilisation with intramedullary nailing is generally considered the preferred treatment over plate osteosynthesis in this and most areas of the femur due to load sharing capabilities [102,103].

For lesions in the humerus both intramedullary nailing and plate fixation can be considered, as this is a non-weight bearing structure [104,105]. Because pathological fractures of the humerus severely restrict the use of the involved arm and hand, surgical stabilisation of symptomatic impending pathological fractures is frequently recommended [106].

Traditional teaching is to include all surgical hardware within the CTV if there was potential surgical seeding of malignant cells, for example the full extent of the intramedullary nail in the femur. However, there is limited evidence to suggest it is better than a smaller CTV and some suggestions have been made to omit the surgical hardware from the CTV in patients with a poor performance status, in order to limit the risk of any excessive toxicity [107]. As toxicity of radiation is limited in long bones, traditional fields including all surgical hardware are recommended.

Spine

Fractures of the vertebrae that cause dural or spinal cord compression are usually grouped with patients who experience spinal cord compression due to extra-osseous tumour growth. The treatment of patients experiencing spinal cord compression by pressure from bone fragments or tumour extending outside the vertebrae is covered under the section ‘spinal cord compression’.

EBRT alone is a commonly used primary treatment option for patients with vertebral metastases resulting in adequate pain relief with acceptable local tumour control [108]. However, it does not always result in the stabilization or healing of vertebral compression fractures [109,110].

Spinal instability as a consequence of metastatic spine disease without fracture may occur [84,111]. Patients in this situation may benefit from surgical intervention in combination with radiotherapy [111–113].

Kyphosis of the spine may compromise the biomechanics of the spine, which in turn predisposes to an increased risk of further
fractures in the adjacent vertebrae [114]. For patients with compression fractures in the vertebrae, with pain and/or instability, but who do not qualify for stabilising surgery balloon kyphoplasty (BKP) is a treatment option. BKP is a minimally invasive procedure that stabilizes the vertebral fracture and also provides the opportunity to restore vertebral height and reduce spinal kyphosis [115,116]. An alternative procedure for compression fractures of the spine is percutaneous vertebroplasty (PVP) [117–119]. In the absence of direct symptoms of cord compression, destruction of the vertebral dorsal wall and the presence of epidural involvement are considered to be relative contraindications to the procedure. Neurological symptoms due to spinal canal compression is regarded as a strong contraindication to PVP, because the procedure carries a risk of aggravating it, although it has been used in patients with symptoms [120–123].

In the CAFE trial, 134 patients with vertebral compression fractures were enrolled and randomly assigned to kyphoplasty or non-surgical management. The study found that patients treated with BKP had a significantly better reduction in back pain after seven days [124]. BKP has a lower risk of cement leakage to the spinal canal when compared to PVP, and a positive effect on pain relief and improvement of the functional capacity of patients up to 24 months following the intervention [109].

Both BKP and PVP have no documented anti-tumour effect and thus additional postoperative radiotherapy is required to avoid further tumour growth, however no clear fractionated schedule has been established.

Traditionally, radiotherapy is given after surgical stabilisation, within a timeframe of 1–2 weeks to allow for wound healing [125]. However, a single arm phase 1 trial where patients with unstable spinal metastases were given SBRT followed by surgical stabilisation within 24 h showed promising results. In this trial there was a fast improvement of pain and no wound complications [126]. A phase III trial to confirm these findings has not been performed yet.

Other localisations

Some localisations, such as ribs, are difficult to treat with surgery, and can be treated with primary radiotherapy. Regarding pain after primary radiotherapy, little is known about the differences in response rates between patients with complicated and uncomplicated bone metastases. Most RCTs that evaluate radiotherapy for bone metastases exclude patients with features of complicated bone metastases, including threatened or existing pathologic fracture [127].

Recommendations:

- Impending fracture, regardless of the anatomical localisation, requires multidisciplinary discussion, to consider treatment with surgery and radiotherapy. [Grade B, Level 2]
- In case of disease-related poor performance status, myeloma or lymphoma, radiotherapy alone can be considered. [Grade B, Level 2]

What fractionation scheme is most effective for the treatment and remineralisation of threatened fracture?

There is no direct evidence on fractionation for prevention of pathologic fracture, because there are no randomised comparisons of different dose fractionated schedules and other trials have not evaluated the risk of pathologic fracture prior to treatment. Osteolytic bone lesions which have been irradiated may remineralise while sclerotic lesions may demineralise. Some studies show a reduction of bone density just after completion of radiotherapy followed by an increase during follow-up [128,129].

The risk of pathologic fracture after radiotherapy for uncomplicated bone metastases has been evaluated in several clinical trials. However, the primary endpoint of all these trials was to evaluate the difference in pain relief, not the pathologic fracture incidence. Overall, no difference in fracture rate after a single fraction (8 Gy) or a multi-fraction schedule (20 Gy in 4 fractions, 30 Gy in 10 fractions, 35 Gy in 14 fractions, 40 Gy in 20 fractions) is seen [63,130–134]. One exception is the Dutch bone metastases study, which showed more pathologic fractures long term after 8 Gy in a single fraction (4%) compared to 24 Gy in 6 fractions (2%) which although statistically significant may not be considered clinically relevant [135].

Multi-fractionation schedules such as the most commonly used 30 Gy in 10 fractions tend to be prescribed with the aim to maximize recalcification but there is no clear evidence to support this schedule above any other fractionated schedule [136–138]. Recalcification can occur after a single fraction of 8 Gy [130,132] and based on the response rate seen in painful bone metastases and results of re-irradiation in this group, 8 Gy single fraction seems no less effective than fractionated schedules [139]. One retrospective study suggests that there is a preference for a fractionated schedule compared to a single fraction schedule [134] and a prospective trial has suggested that because the biological efficacy is higher, a fractionated schedule for recalcification could lead to better stabilisation. In this trial, there was a slight difference in remineralisation between the fractionated arm (30 Gy in 10 fractions) and the single fraction arm (8 Gy in 1 fraction), but the only primary tumour for which this was significant was breast cancer (p < 0.0001) [138]. In pathological fracture or high fracture risk there is no evidence that SBRT is superior to conventional radiotherapy and an increased risk of fracture of unstable vertebrae after SBRT has been reported particularly with doses exceeding 20 Gy per fraction.

Recommendations:

- In the absence of comparative data, a single dose of 8 Gy or fractionated schedule such as 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions may be used to prevent pathological fracture. [Grade C, Level 3]
- Where recalcification is the aim of treatment a single dose of 8 Gy or fractionated schedules such as 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions are recommended as there is no evidence for a clinically significant difference. [Grade C, Level 1]

Re-irradiation of a threatened fracture

Various rates of pathologic fracture have been reported at a site of previous irradiation. Data from the Dutch Bone Metastases Study show a risk of post-irradiation fracture of 12.7%, based on 110 femurs. In a retrospective study with 428 patients with a femoral metastasis, post-irradiation fracture occurred in 7.7% [76]. These fractures occurred a median of 4.4 months after radiotherapy, with 39.4% occurring within 3 months and 63.6% within 6 months. Among femurs with high fracture risk according to Harrington’s criteria or Mirels’ score, the fracture rate was 13.9% and 11.8%, respectively [140]. Another, smaller, retrospective study on 47 patients (18 lung, 11 breast, 10 prostate and 8 other cancers) reported initial circumferential involvement >30% to be the only predictive parameter for fracture after multivariate analysis [141]. In this study the risk of fracture was 21%.

The problem with most studies regarding fracture risk after radiation is that they rarely report large numbers of patients and many reports do not describe the histology of the fracture sites.

Additionally, there is no comparative data to define precise treatment regimes for re-irradiation of a threatened fracture or progressive fracture after treatment. Management should be the
same as for a primary pathologic fracture with the same considerations regarding surgery and post-operative radiotherapy or primary re-irradiation. In case of a fracture in an area that was previously treated with higher doses, a recalculation of the given dose should be considered to avoid excessive treatment-related toxicity. There is no indication that re-irradiation of a lesion has a lower success rate than the initial irradiation.

Recommendation:

- Consider surgery and post-operative irradiation or primary re-irradiation for previously irradiated bone with threatened or actual fracture using single dose 8 Gy or fractionated schedules such as 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions. [Grade D, Level 5]

**Extra-osseous tumoural extension**

*What is the preferred treatment for bone metastases with extra-osseous tumoural extension?*

In cases where lytic disease is associated with a large soft-tissue mass, the desired palliative endpoint may be tumour shrinkage as well as pain control. Lesions with soft tissue components extending beyond the cortex of the bone can cause specific pain if they push upon or invade the neural foramina, epidural space or spinal cord. The treatment of neuropathic pain has already been described. Soft-tissue extension from a vertebral metastasis may result in neural or spinal cord compression, management of which has already been described.

There is no data to specifically guide management of extra-osseous soft tissue extension of bone metastases.

**Recommendations:**

- Neuropathic pain or spinal cord compression due to extraosseous extension of bone metastases should be treated according to the specific guidelines for these conditions.
- Bone metastases with extra-osseous extension may be treated with palliative radiotherapy encompassing the entire tumour mass for example a single dose of 8 Gy, 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions. [Grade D, Level 5]

**Box 4 Key recommendations: Threatened fracture and recalcification**

- Pathological fracture requires multidisciplinary treatment with surgery followed by radiotherapy
- In case of disease-related poor performance status, myeloma or lymphoma, radiotherapy alone can be considered
- Balloon kyphoplasty or percutaneous vertebroplasty should be considered for compression fractures of the vertebrae
- In the absence of comparative data a single dose of 8 Gy or palliative fractionation schedule such as 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions may be used to prevent pathological fracture
- Where recalcification is the aim of treatment a single dose of 8 Gy, 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions may be given
- Bone metastases with extra-osseous extension may be treated with palliative radiotherapy encompassing the entire tumour mass using for example a single dose of 8 Gy, 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions
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**Disclaimer**

ESTRO cannot endorse all statements or opinions made on the guidelines. Regardless of the vast professional knowledge and scientific expertise in the field of radiation oncology that ESTRO possesses, the Society cannot inspect all information to determine the truthfulness, accuracy, reliability, completeness or relevancy thereof. Under no circumstances will ESTRO be held liable for any decision taken or acted upon as a result of reliance on the content of the guidelines.

The component information of the guidelines is not intended or implied to be a substitute for professional medical advice or medical care. The advice of a medical professional should always be sought prior to commencing any form of medical treatment. To this end, all component information contained within the guidelines is done so for solely educational and scientific purposes. ESTRO and all of its staff, agents and members disclaim any and all warranties and representations with regards to the information contained on the guidelines. This includes any implied warranties and conditions that may be derived from the aforementioned guidelines.

**Appendix A. Supplementary data**

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.radonc.2022.06.002](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.radonc.2022.06.002).
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